FAT LOSS / DIET / stimulant free

liporedux
burn more fat from the outside!
topical fat burner
use directly on problem areas
supports overall fat loss*
easy application with a pleasant fragrance
& no mess

WHEN THAT FINAL LAYER JUST WON’T COME OFF
Fat loss takes time, and it can be a frustrating process if you don’t see the fat disappearing from your trouble spots. That’s because
exercise and proper nutrition burn fat from everywhere, which means that the places you hold the most unwanted fat are usually the last
to shrink down. It would be a dream come true of you could apply a fat burner directly to your problem areas…

PRECISION TOPICAL COMPOUNDS ENABLE MORE FAT BURNING
It used to be that you would reach a level of leanness and then have to accept that you were at your best, despite a final thin layer of
subcutaneous fat in certain areas. LIPOREDUX solves that problem by allowing you to topically burn fat from everywhere with a no-mess
formula that smells great.*
By applying LIPOREDUX directly to problem areas, the 6-phase precision formula begins to target those exact locations for fat loss.
Because it’s a topical solution, there are no stimulant effects or anything negative. The remarkable combination of ingredients in
LIPOREDUX help to amplify insulin sensitivity, norepinephrine release and cAMP for increased fat oxidation.*
The beta-3 agonist in LIPOREDUX also helps release fat directly from brown adipose tissue, allowing it to be burned as energy and thus
support the reduction of the fat cell nucleus size. This cellular downsizing results in a trimmer physique . In order to truly rid problem areas
of unwanted excess weight, a potent diuretic is also included, which assures that the final details are etched in to perfection.*
If you have stubborn body fat that you can’t
seem to lose through exercise and nutrition
alone, LIPOREDUX is your answer for
eradicating that last layer from everywhere.*

SCAN FOR FULL
PRODUCT DETAILS

* These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

